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reviews: international
and took it across America
with an Iraqi émigré and a
veteran, engaging people in
chats about the war. That
crushed, rusted shell appeared in this exhibition,
along with videos of the
frank, sometimes cringe-inducing conversations.
The wrecked car is an arresting, crudely beautiful
object, but, like much of the
work in Deller’s midcareer
survey, titled “Joy in People,” the assemblage as a
whole tended to sink under
Alberto Burri, Sacking and Red, 1954,
the weight of its own
acrylic and hessian collage on canvas, 34" x 391⁄2".
earnestness. The problem is
Estorick Collection of Modern Italian Art.
not that Deller tries to impose a particular point of
view—on the contrary, the Iraq project
ratives of the decades after World War
is carefully fair-minded—but that he
II. That should start to change with this
fails to bring much mystery or subtlety
welcome show of about 40 works
into his grand constructions in the way
packed into three rooms, his first retrothat, for example, Francesc Torres or
spective in Britain since the 1960s. TiFrancis Alÿs achieve with comparable
tled “Form and Matter,” it offered a
approaches. He tends to overexplain
meaty review of his pioneering oeuvre
things and this gives his work an air of
and hinted at his influence over Robert
the pedantic.
Rauschenberg, Pierre Soulages, and the
Born in 1966, the London artist often
arte povera movement, among many
focuses on northern England and its reothers.
cent history. His reenactment of a 1984
Burri trained as a doctor and did not
battle between the police and striking
start painting seriously until his late 20s,
coal miners, represented here in his film
in a wartime POW camp in Texas. His
The Battle of Orgreave (An Injury to One breakthrough came in the early 1950s
is an Injury to All), 2001, looks like a
when he began applying lengths of
second round of the original conflagraburlap to his paintings. Stretched across
tion. It involved hundreds of volunteers
the canvas, the fabric gave his work the
replaying roles in a Yorkshire village
tactility of human skin. Although some
and engaged the public with gusto. In
critics saw it as a reference to rural labor
Valerie’s Snack Bar (2009), a wall panel
or the rough cassocks used by Franciscan
invited viewers to sit in a mock-up of an monks in Burri’s native Umbria, the artist
actual Manchester café “and we will
routinely denied any symbolism or
offer you a cup of tea” while a video
metaphorical intent, insisting instead
played a Deller-organized street procesthat he was interested only in his materision of the city’s eccentrics. As with
als’ formal properties, put in service of
much of this artist’s work, the idea has a pure abstraction.
quirky charm but, in the execution,
Over his long career Burri used plastic,
came across as surprisingly banal.
ash, wire netting, steel, and, in place of
—Roger Atwood canvas, an insulation material known as
Celotex to create works of extraordinary
complexity and grace. Often the subject
seems to be the material itself, such as
Estorick Collection of Modern Italian Art plastic scorched onto a surface or hangLondon
ing limply like a skin graft in Red Plastic
Known for his use of sackcloth, tar, zinc
(1961). Despite his insistence on his aboxide, and various industrial materials,
stract aim, figuration seeps in from all
the Italian painter Alberto Burri
corners. It could be our own expectations
(1915–95) has not always received his
at work or the artist’s unconscious, or
due in the conventional art-history narsome combination, but people might see

Alberto Burri

a crucifixion in the welded iron plates of
Black (1961) or a reclining nude in Sacking and Red (1954), and yet both are abstractions. The ambiguity gives Burri’s
work its mysterious beauty.
—Roger Atwood

Tatjana Valsang
Konrad Fischer Galerie
Berlin
Manipulating layer upon layer of liquid
acrylic paint with long brushes, Tatjana
Valsang conjures abstractions that seem
both considered and completely spontaneous. For this show, titled “Farbkarten”
(Color Charts), she presented eight gestural works that were full of depth and
unexpected details.
Transit (2011) features twisting organic forms born of deep oranges and
fiery reds. Installed in a corner next to
the entrance, it sat in magnetic contrast
to a neighboring canvas, (Fields, 2011),
whose calming, off-white waveforms resembled wind-blown sheets or snow
drifts, creating an elegant backdrop for

Tatjana Valsang, Felder, 2011,
acrylic on canvas, 71⁄4’ x 5'.
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pools of blue and indigo. When viewed
up close, tiny fissures could be seen in
the pools’ surfaces, forming a sort of
miniature topography.
On the other side of the gallery, Markings (2011) seemed to roil with movement, suggesting a battle between
impulsiveness and inhibition. On a neutral background, splatters of blue-tinged
whites and deep browns have been
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